Year 3 Curriculum Long Term Plan
Autumn Term
Learning Journey
Please Sir, can I have some more?

Spring Term
Roaming Romans

RE

Come and See
Homes
Promises
Visitors

Come and See
Journeys
Listening and Sharing
Giving all

EPR

New beginnings (SEAL)
Getting on and falling out (SEAL)
Say no to bullying (SEAL)
Circle time
Victorian day in school.

Going for Goals (SEAL)
Good to be me (SEAL)
Circle time

Stunning
starts/fabulous
finishes

Journey outcomes

Texts

Visit to Bridge Cottage dressed as Victorian
children and experiencing a day in the life of
a Victorian child.

Understand the life of different types of
Victorian children, changes in attitudes
towards children during the period and the
growth of cities.
Compare the life of children now and then.
Explore the traditions of the Victorian
Christmas and how they have developed
today.

Oliver Twist
Poetry – Christina Rossetti
Fairy Tales – The Brothers Grimm

Summer Term
Mysterious Maya and Rainforest
Explorers
Come and See
Energy
Choices
Special Places
Other faiths - Islam
Relationships (SEAL)
Changes (SEAL)
Circle time

Archaeological dig at school and discussing A role play flight in school to Central
some Roman artefacts.
America
Roman cooking afternoon, trip to Pizza
Express
Roman trip to Bignor Roman Villa
Understand the extent and duration of
Roman rule
Explore how Roman food and recipes
differed to what we eat today
Look at and understand the events and
historical significance of what was
preserved after Pompeii

Stig of the Dump
Roman non-fiction texts
Roman Myths and legends
Escape from Pompeii

Trip to Wakehurst Place

Understand different aspects of
Mayan life and discuss how and why
the Mayan population, like many
indigenous populations, declined
Understand the extent of the Amazon
rainforest and the different physical
features it has.

Non-fiction texts on the Mayans and
rainforests.
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
The Chocolate Tree

Writing genres

Historical fiction
Narrative writing
Letters
Poetry
Fairy tales – retelling, drama and play scripts
Buttercups and Daisies – Mary Howitt
The Wind – Christina Rossetti

Adventure stories
Diary entries
Non-chronological reports
Myths and legends
Recount

Addition and subtraction
Multiplication and division
Identify, represent and estimate numbers
using different representations
Fractions of shape and number
Read and write numbers up to 1000 in
numerals and in words
Measure
Pictograms and tables

Place value
Addition and subtraction of two and
three-digit numbers
Problem solving using multiplication and
division facts
Money
Shapes
Column addition and subtraction
Multiplication and division
Measure
Fractions
Bar charts, pictograms and tables
Roman Numerals

Counting and estimating
Multiplication and division
partitioning and chunking
Addition and subtraction
Shape
Measure
Fractions
Time
Bar charts

History

The life of Victorian people and their society
Differences between Victorian children
depending on factors such as location and
class

Stone age to Iron age
Understand the events of Pompeii
Explore why the Romans came to Britain
and the strength of the empire
Look at the life of Roman army

Understand the extent of the Mayan
rule.
Explore who the people were and why
they declined.

Geography

Using atlases to locate the British empire
during the Victorian period
Discussing trade routes and methods of
transport during the topic period and now

Using globes, atlases and online maps to
locate countries and their capital cities in
Europe
Key physical and human characteristics of
Europe

Use atlases to locate the equator,
tropics of Cancer and Capricorn
Using atlases to locate the countries
of South and Central America, their
capital cities and where the Amazon
rainforest lies

Traditional Poem

Maths

Poetry
Persuasive writing
Instruction writing
Traditional tales
Mayan warrior poems

by

Computing

E-safety
Programming and animation
Debugging

E-safety
Using different types of computer
software to create video presentations
Exploring different computer networks
including the internet

Spanish

Hello / greetings
Names / ages
Numbers up to 10
Months of the year
Christmas

Alphabet
Birthdays
Families
Colours
Easter

Science

Light

DT

Making and designing traditional Christmas
toys

Rocks
Forces and magnets
Making and designing chariots.
Trying Roman recipes

Art

William Morris – looking at and investigating
his artistic technique, style and creating
patterns using different materials
Printing
The colour wheel

Looking at famous Roman mosaics,
designing and creating our own

Music

‘Let your spirit fly’ unit’
‘Glockenspiel 1’ Unit/Composing
Christmas Nativity
Swimming
Dance
Invasion games - hockey

‘Three Little Birds’ unit
Film

PE

Gymnastics
Invasion games – netball
Personal fitness

Understanding the main physical
features of the Amazon rainforest
E-safety
Communicating safely using the
internet
Using different computer
programmes to display and analyse
data
Rhymes and stories
Describing myself
Body parts
Where is Spanish spoken?

Plants and animals
Mayan face masks
Cooking Central American food and
experimenting with recipes using
chocolate.
Exploring the artistic style and work of
Matias Gonzalez Chavajay and Jeannie
Baker
Creating rainforest paintings with
aspects of collage
‘Benjamin Britten – there was a
monkey’ unit
‘Bringing us together’ unit
Athletics
Striking and fielding – stoolball

